
K
ASKO connects digital marketplaces with insurance
providers to offer highly tailored policies at the point of
demand through easy-to-implement plug-ins. This seizes

the opportunity created by major shifts enabled by digitalisation.
Consumers worldwide are increasingly going online to purchase
goods and services, with global e-commerce sales set to grow
from €1.85 trillion this year to almost €3.23tr by 2019.1 At the
same time, the demand for insurance products has grown as
people seek to secure the goods they buy and activities they
undertake: non-life insurance premiums in Europe (including
motor, liability, accident and home) are expected to grow from
€455bn in 2014 to €487bn in 2020.2

However, consumer insurance purchasing behaviours are
changing rapidly: whereas they once bought coverage through
offline intermediary agents, 26% now buy directly online.3 Digital
insurance transactions are forecast to grow at a rate of ten times
the current non-life market.4 Digital interactions with financial
services are forecasted to soon outnumber face-to-face
interactions by 250 to one, and mobile interactions will
outnumber telephone calls by 30 to one.5 Consumers are
demanding greater convenience, value and policies tailored to
their purchases and actual usage.

This requires insurance companies to pivot from traditional push-
based sales through agents to opportunity-based offers at points
where consumers make purchases – namely digital and mobile
channels. But the European insurance industry is not prepared for
this digital disruption due to a set of concurrent challenges:
n Customer challenges: Poor loyalty: only 55% of customers report

a positive experience with their insurer, and just 34% of younger
customers.6 Poor perception of value: 75% of customers are not
willing to pay for personalised advice.7 Poor product penetration:
customers typically only hold one or two products;8 

n Systemic challenges: Legacy IT systems: the typical policy
administration system is 15-20 years old.9 High costs and
timeframes for launching new products in distribution channels
result in a low appetite for business experiments; and

n Market challenges: Existing distribution channels for
insurance carriers have no connection to the digital economy,
and product development subsequently fails to serve the
demands of the digital customer.

Consequently, Europe’s insurance industry now faces serious
challenges that threaten profitability and competitiveness.
Consumers, too, are suffering. The traditional agent-focused 

model favours over-insurance and complexity over convenience
and flexibility.

KASKO’s approach and benefits
KASKO addresses these challenges by enabling insurance carriers
to plug tailored insurance offerings into online businesses using
unique customer data. In particular, KASKO helps insurance
companies and digital businesses in three key areas: 
n Distribution: KASKO continuously engages with digital

businesses to identify end consumer preferences and
insurance demand, subsequently connecting them to
innovative and entrepreneurial insurance carriers;

n Product development: The insights gained from continuous
customer engagement are then translated into product
requirements. Instead of purely focusing on insurance benefits
and pricing, the product definition is expanded to encompass
ease of purchase, utilisation of unique customer insights from
the digital businesses, modularisation of benefits and duration,
as well as payment methods and schedule; 

n Technical integration: KASKO has developed a proprietary
insurance distribution platform where insurance products can
be created in a matter of days and integrated in a matter of
hours. It includes the core functions of an insurance purchase
such as pricing, policy issuing and taking payments without the
need of being connected to the insurer legacy systems. 

KASKO thus delivers tangible benefits to insurance carriers, end
consumers and digital businesses:
n For insurance carriers: 1) Lower customer acquisition costs;

2) faster and cheaper digital product launch; and 3) increased
revenue streams from new customers on growing e-commerce
platforms; and

KASKO provides ‘insurance as a service’ by creating tailored insurance products
embedded at the digital point of demand 

Insurance as a service
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•n For end consumers: 1) Better customer experience due to
convenience, relevant product selection and usability; and 2)
lower insurance premiums due to reduced distribution and
operating costs; and

n For digital businesses: 1) New revenue stream; and 
2) faster and cheaper integration costs through KASKO-
provided API plug-in. 

How does it work?
By significantly reducing the development and operational costs
of connecting digital businesses and insurers KASKO allows both
parties to focus on their respective competencies. Digital
businesses provide customer access and insights, while insurers
focus on underwriting, customer support and claims
management. KASKO then provides the transactional
infrastructure and ongoing optimisation and analysis.  

Most integrations follow this pattern: 
n KASKO engages with an online business and determines the

consumer’s potential insurance demands and requirements;

n KASKO finds the right insurance provider to create a best-in-
class product whilst ensuring regulatory compliance;

n KASKO provides the marketplace with an API and 
web-widget to implement on their check-out page or other
relevant location;

n When a consumer purchases an insurance product KASKO
processes the transaction, sends the policy to the consumer,
distributes commissions to the marketplace, and hands the
customer over to the insurance provider; and

n The insurance provider is responsible for dealing with 
claim regulations.

Business models
KASKO either engages in a revenue-share with the digital
businesses based on a commission from the insurers for each
policy sold, or charges a flat service fee to the insurer for using
the platform. 

The revenue-share model fits best where KASKO engages in the
active acquisition of digital businesses to offer insurance products
to their customers. 

The service-fee model is applicable where insurance companies
plan to rapidly deploy new insurance products on their own digital
channels, or their own partnerships with digital channels, without
having to allocate their own IT resources.  

With whom do we want to work?
KASKO is constantly looking to engage in productive partnerships
with digital businesses and insurance carriers. If you are a digital
business in Germany or the United Kingdom and are looking to
further monetise your customer relationship or increase the
conversion of your service by injecting trust into your platform, you
should reach out. 

If you are a European insurance carrier looking either for a new
distribution partner or to simply reduce costs and increase the
speed of delivering new insurance products in your existing digital
channels or partnerships, you should also reach out. 
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Use case: Additional driver top-up insurance 
with Barmenia

Barmenia, one of the leading insurers in Germany, approached
KASKO to help set up and distribute a new innovative product in
the online car market space. In order to deliver the best customer
experience, KASKO analysed the direct online channel and created
a tailored plug-and-play solution within two weeks. KASKO’s state-
of-the-art platform reduced development time and back-end
integration to less than two hours.

Dr Andreas Eurich, CEO of Barmenia, said: “Situative products
close, missing out on insurance covers in niches, and therefore
providing high customer value. Additionally, these products fit
perfectly in the digitisation strategy of Barmenia. Eventually we
engage in an ongoing dialogue with our clients and try to offer
added value for their specific situations.”

Use case: Streamlined car insurance with Carzada
Carzada is an online-only, second-hand vehicle dealer offering its
clients an unprecedented online shopping experience: pre-
selected and carefully inspected cars are delivered to the
customer. By digitising the car purchase and making it simple and
risk-free, Carzada is strictly focusing on its clients.

Carzada was interested in finding ways to increase customer value
and monetise its various customer touch points. By analysing
touch points and deriving ideal product requirements, KASKO
plugged car insurance into the sales and existing workflows,
taking into account the entire workflow and available information,
and resulting in an unmatched customer experience. KASKO was
able to significantly simplify the purchase process by reducing the
number of pricing questions from more than 40 to just six.


